
TIT 3.1 

 

NT10:  TITUS 

Good Morning! 

Well TODAY we are going to finish the book of TITUS---so if you would please turn with me to TITUS 

chapter THREE---and follow along AS I read the entire chapter in your hearing. 

((TIT 3:1-15))/PRAY 

-When a missionary GOES into the foreign mission field –(and especially AS his work starts to become 

successful through the planting of churches)---ONE of the issues HE MUST address/deal with—IS HOW  

he (and those new church plants) should respond tothe government and governing authorities. 

WHAT should BE the MISSION’S POLICY regarding that particular group of people? 

HOW should they respond to the government and governing authorities (where their work is being 

carried out)?   

THIS NO DOUBT is an important QUESTION—since (no doubt) missionaries will encounter such types 

of people. 

AND SINCE (as we decided early on in our study of TITUS) that this BOOK IS GOD’S ordained FIELD 

MANUAL for the MISSIONARY (or as I have been formally calling it) “The MISSIONARY OPERATIONS 

MANUAL”---the ANSWER to THIS QUESTION is (also) something WE FIND in its pages. 

As a matter of fact---it is the SUBJECT of the FIRST 8 VERSES within the chapter we just READ together 

(TITUS chapter 3)----A CHAPTER WHOSE sole focus is giving instruction on…. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

S4 = How churches in the mission field are to respond to “outsiders” (1-15).  ---which is HOW (in this 

study I am referring to the government and governing authorities… 

-BUT since (as I stated) OUR instruction on them ENDS by verse8, THAT means they are not the only 

OUTSIDER types that PAUL is concerned with GIVING INSTRUCTION on! 

 



-(AND that b/c) THERE were others he knew that TITUS (his missionary comrade in Crete) would 

ENCOUNTER (as well)---and instruction FOR HOW to deal w/them would be just as important (NOT only 

to the continued success of HIS MISSION work there)—BUT all missionaries (and the churches they 

planted)… 

-They would NEED to know HOW to respond to government and governing authorities---BUT they would 

also NEED to KNOW how to respond to TWO others groups—AND those two are:  factious people and 

travelling/visiting missionaries---B/C there was a VERY good chance these types of OUTSIDERS would be 

encountered as well. 

AND that BRINGS US (then) to WHERE we left off in OUR STUDY. 

SINCE we have already discussed the ISSUE of government and governing authorities---WHAT is left ARE 

these two remaining groups—which we find in our remaining verses—VERSES 9 through 15. 

So then—as it relates to FACTIOUS PEOPLE---HOW is the missionary and the churches he plants to 

respond to these kinds of people? 

And the answer is…  

3.  In avoidance and complete rejection. 

((9-11)) 

-This (again) is HOW God’s missionary and the churches he plants in the mission field ARE to respond to 

those WHO act as “outsiders” by their FACTIOUS behavior---WE are to: 

“avoid (their) foolish controversies and genealogies and strife and disputes about the LAW”…AND (we 

are to) “reject” them “after a first and second warning”. 

“avoid” and “reject”  = these two words essentially mean the same thing: to shun, refuse or have 

nothing to do with.  As we have discussed before, when the Scripture writers use two different words 

which are similar in meaning –it is usually there for effect—Or EMPHASIS—and so it is HERE:  THERE is 

TO BE NO MESSING AROUND WITH THOSE identified as “factious”… 

(how we identify them:) “factious” = aìretiko,j = heretic (heresy) = person who is teaching (or trying 

to convince others in the church) about doctrine which is biblically false AND by it  *causing division . 

*(important truth to understand) All heresy ultimately causes division, and all division is the result of 

existing heresy in the thinking of the person causing the division.   This is why it cannot be tolerated---

if NOT dealt with—it will infect/divide and destroy the Body of Christ. 

-THIS reveals to us NOT only what (ultimately) makes a person factious –BUT what Paul means by 

“foolish controversies, genealogies, strife and disputes about the Law” –it is ANY and ALL debates, 

arguments or contentions which ARE the RESULT of that person’s HERETICAL thinking. 



-Why Paul speaks of them as “genealogies” or “disputes about the Law” (two very specific/unique ways 

to refer to HERESY) = b/c these were some of the most common in his day: 

“genealogies” = the idea that my pedigree is what will get me to heaven --or is what matters most to 

God. (ex.  The Jews were big on this and no doubt there were those who attempted to carry it into 

Christianity - Joh 8:33, 39—also Mat 3:9-10; ex. Today—Messianic movement) 

“disputes about the law” = two kinds (both heretical): the Mosaic law (of the OT) is to be followed 

without consideration for the changes made by Christ (under the NC) (ex. Judaizers-Act 15:1; Col 

2:16); there is no law necessary for Christians to follow (Jud 1:4, 8, 16; ex. Today—the majority of 

evangelical Christianity!) 

  -ALL such people ARE HERETICS (according to God’s word)---and MUST be avoided and completely 

REJECTED—“after a first and second warning” (*this is the same as the disciplinary process outlined in 

Mat18:17.  The REASON there are only two warnings here –VERSUS –three in Mat 18—is b/c the sin is 

public and therefore the first step does not apply). 

HOW the warnings are to be carried out = (1:13) (Paul is speaking of these same people – Consider 

1:11, 14) 

(BTW) HERESY and HERETICAL PEOPLE will always be a major threat to the church and those 

attempting to plant churches (i.e. missionaries) (2Pe 2:1) 

(HOWEVER) HERESY and HERETICAL PEOPLE (when handled according to God’s Word) can be 

good for the CHHURCH (1Co 11:19)  (“In a fallen world truth is discerned in tension”) 

Two additional things to notice from these verses: 

–NOTICE (first) THAT BOTH are considered to BE in DIRECT CONTRAST to PAUL’S former instruction 

regarding the government (or governing authorities)…  

“But”…this little word is a POWERFUL adversative!  And like it’s use in 2:1 and 3:4 it communicates 

that what is about to be said IS DIFFERENT or OPPOSED to—OR in CONTRAST to—what was previously 

said (which again in this case—was the instruction regarding the government). 

-Factious people (therefore) ARE NOT to be given the RESPECT—or shown the KINDNESS we WILL show 

to the government (or governing authorities)—EVEN IF such factious people ARE NICER than THOSE 

governing authorities!!!! 

*THIS IS AN INCREDIBLY IMPORTANT TRUTH NOT TO MISS! --WHY I SAY THAT = B/C Christians tend to 

FLIP these two—and DO just the opposite:  We tend to avoid/reject those governing authorities that 

God has placed over us (ex. Avoid their laws, reject/disrespect their authority) WHILE (at the same time) 

treating w/ respect---or still hanging around those (so-called) CHRISTIANS WE KNOW who are 

unrepentant heretics ((2Co 11:4))!   

-Such SHOULD NEVER be the CASE w/ these kinds of people!!!  



(According to Paul) WE MUST AVOID and completely reject --no matter who they are—or how long we 

have known/been friends w/them (2Jo 1:9-11). 

*Why we are to AVOID heresy and reject (unrepentant) heretics (2 reasons)= 1) ((9c))—just the opposite 

of sound doctrine---v8c………………… 2) ((11)) 

**2Timothy 2 provides an additional 3 REASONS = ((2Ti 2:16,17…19)) [this supports what was 

mentioned earlier about heresy infecting, dividing and destroying] 

ALL such people are truly “outsiders” ---OUTSIDE SOUND DOCTRINE, OUTSIDE the COVENANT 

COMMUNITY—and OUTSIDE the UNITY that EXPECTS among HIS PEOPLE (Pro 6:19). 

(Which brings us to the last kind of outsider Paul gives instruction on—travelling/visiting missionaries…in 

relation to them the missionary and the churches are to receive/respond…) 

4.  With complete support and sacrifice. 

((12-15)) 

-This is the only place “Artemis”  and “Zenas the lawyer” are mentioned in the biblical text…YET 

because of their association w/ Tychicus and Apollos in these verses WE CAN safely assume (that at least 

here) they are functioning in the same capacity (or way) as those men—WHO WERE both ---

missionaries. 

“Tychicus” was a missionary from the Ephesian church according to what we are told in (Act 20:4; Eph 

6:21; Col 4:7; 2Ti 4:12). 

“Apollos” was a missionary also hailing from the church AT Ephesus –according to what we are told in 

(Act 18:24; 1Co 16:12). 

-SO all FOUR of these men (mentioned here in verses 12 through 15) are travelling/visiting missionaries 

TO CRETE---(some who WB sent to HELP in the work AT CRETE---others who were just passing through 

on their way to OTHER mission fields). 

Artemis or Tychicus wb helping…Zenas and Apollos needed help. 

-Regardless (however) of what their duty OR destination was…VERSE 14 reveals HOW PAUL expected 

the churches to RECEIVE these kinds of “outsiders”. 

((14)) 

 --These verses are in reference to the missionaries JUST mentioned (in the previous) verses AND 

ESTABLISHED (for us—then) WHAT the church policy SB toward LEGITIMATE missionaries that God 

brings into their sphere of ministry (from the outside)… 



-We must “meet pressing needs”  or as it says in VERSE 13…“diligently help (them) on their way so that 

nothing is lacking for them.” And this WE do believing that God has brought them to US for that very 

REASON ((3Jo 1:5-8)) 

The Implied WHY (of these verses)—why we are to do it= We do it b/c this is another ONE of the ways 

that GOD successfully PROPOGATES the work on the mission field:  MISSIONARIES PLANT CHURCHES 

WHO (in turn through their sacrifice and support ) HELP OTHER MISSIONARIES TO DO THE SAME (i.e. to 

pay it forward). 

-This is God’s perfect DESIGN for advancing HIS KINGDOM on planet earth---and (therefore) what ALL 

CHURCHES NEED to be OBEDIENT TO---since all TRUE CHURCHES were (at one time) a missionary plant 

themselves! (IOW:  they were started by the work of a missionary pastor sent to that particular area by 

an existing church). 

In closing (then) what this DOES (and does not) MEAN (esp. as it relates to DSC!): 

-THIS DOES MEAN that we are 100% for supporting legitimate missionaries--- (how we know these in 

Titus were legit=they are approved by Paul—a legit missionary/elder of a legit church-Antioch)---the 

same principle HOLDS true for us---they have been approved by a legit missionary/elder of a legit 

church.  This holds true (BTW) for baptisms and transfer of church membership (ex. 2 Co 8:18-23; Rom 

16:1).---NOTICE (btw) I didn’t say “approved by a legit mission board”—that stmt itself is an oxymoron! 

-THIS DOES NOT MEAN we need to have a line in our budget (for missions) and spending our time 

looking for missionaries to support.  Notice (again) from our text (which is true every-time we find a 

similar acct in Scrip.)---the CHURCHES are not searching for individuals to support---rather those needing 

SUPPORT are providentially BROUGHT to them.  This I do not believe is BY accident---it is God’s way of 

removing the confusion of each church deciding who they should support (as well as) protects them 

from being over-burdened with such needs.  Rather than looking for it—we wait for GOD to bring it to 

us—knowing that whatever HE BRINGS we can handle (the same principle we practice regarding our 

own lives.  We don’t expect God to give us the means to handle what we choose to foolishly inflict upon 

ourselves—but what HE DOES). 

Well, that brings us (then) Beloved to the END of our study for TODAY---and OUR completion of the 

BOOK of TITUS—the MISSIONARY’S OPERATIONS MANUAL. 

I hope you have enjoyed it as much as I have---and are encouraged to see that GOD’s WORD is truly 

sufficient—even when it comes to determining (and spelling out clearly) the ROLE, RESPONSIBILITIES 

and RESPONSES those serving as HIS MISSIONARIES should possess in relation to the MISSION FIELD He 

has called them to… 

THERE is NO NEED to guess on those MATTERS---b/c the BOOK OF TITUS provides the answers. 

MAY GOD use what we have learned to GUIDE US as a church and as His people. 

Let’s PRAY 


